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About This Game

MIND MAZE - is a logical competitive game based on capturing of the playing field.

Put a walls, build a labyrinth, capture cells of playing field. Do not let the appearance of closed corners to avoid being captured
by enemy.

Calculate the moves to build a strategy, create a logical trap for opponent. Be cunning, force your opponent to make a mistake
and cover the field like rapid avalanche, carrying you to victory.

Play the single-player campaign or compete with players online.

Win and get the championship of the leaderboard!
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Developer:
Satur Entertainment
Publisher:
Satur Entertainment
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a very fun game. I finally know a bit to play poker + some nice adventure story and spell card woah!!. The Graphic and the
Sound are Cheap (you have only 3 Resolution Options).

The Story is interisting but that was all ( When you like the Sotry look the Russian Horro Movie "Queen of Spades" or in
Russian: "Pikovaya dama. Chyornyy obryad")

You can't run and you starting without an Hint what you are doing in this crap Building.

This is for me an Cash Crab Game.

. This game is awesome i rate it very high good puzzles some hard some easy just the right mix 4.06 was partically great to
solve.
This game reminds me of The Turing Test more like this guys a big shout to the game makers.
There could be more levels of course using more colour boxs and more turn plates spining the room around.
. Great 4X-Game. If you ever wanted a SoaSE Sequel, here it is!. Pure awesomeness Y's is back, and better than ever. Playing
on PC is top notch and completely smooth. Its also challenging and very fun. With plenty of extra surprises in store for Y's fans.
Makers of other action RPG's should take notes from this game. Its just like the others in the series but improved on. In other
word's, its still the classic Y's, just better graphics and better gameplay. Plus the PS2 (+) style graphics totally work for this.
Totally worth it, thumbs up. :). Dont' ♥♥♥♥ing show this to your mom !!! 700+ hours is both Zuma and Zuma Deluxe...
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Dont pass this game up because it lacks shine.

I have enjoyed this more than any other arcade shooter on VR (all of which are still incredibly fun) and have very good audio
queues(?) so you can react without even looking at the enemy. Luv this game!! Nothing to think about so you can pass an hour
or so mindlessly killing things. If it moves,you shoot it....if it doesn't....shoot it anyway.
Don't worry about running out of ammo,there's more than enough to pick up along the way,with milk (health kit) to replenish
health to power ups.
Totally recommend this game if you want to pass a bit of time while deciding what game to play next.
Enjoy :)
. Great start to a new adventure with Gail Pilgrim & company.
Here the main character starts out not as Gail but new character Maggie, and Gail & other characters from the previous games
are re-introduced as the story progresses.
The pace of this episode is a little slow, deliberately, as the story (& mystery) unfolds & deepens as the story progresses thru
each episode. This first episode is mostly an intro for the new characters & the lore of the game universe, & it sets up events for
the new storyline. That being said, the ending is quite surprising!
The new series has an improved game engine & UI from the first series; inventory & using items is much more straight forward,
& the option to run instead of just walking is fantastic. I also think the general level design is better, simply due to more
experience on the dev's part, and I thought using the class tests to refresh/explain game lore was quite clever.. Not a bad little
shooter, wait till it goes on sale though. Not for beginners. Into the Fray is the third game in the Skautfold series, and follows the
trend of making each game in a new genre and style while carrying over characters, settings, and some graphics and sound
effects.

This iteration is a top-down twin-stick\/m&kb shooter where you have an expanding arsenal of guns to mow down cultists and
monsters with as you move from stage to stage completing missions. The weapon variety is solid, and you can carry everything
at once, making it feel more old-school than a modern sensibility where you\u2019d have to drop your fourth weapon every
time you want to try something new. You also have a melee sword and a knockback kick to tide you over if you run out of
ammo.

One of the best mechanics in Into the Fray is the health\/ammo decision. When an enemy has taken enough damage to die from
their wounds, their sprite will go into a yellow critical display for a few seconds. Any regular damage or just a time out will
cause them to finish their death animation, dropping a little ammo for their weapon type if they have one, and leaving behind
remains or exploding if that\u2019s their normal expiration method. If, however, you get close and kick their body, your
symbiotic cloak consumes them, leaving behind nothing but a health pickup. As this is the only way to heal mid-level, it
becomes extremely important to decide whether you want to pick enemies off at a distance and have only their ammo left, and
potentially additional hazards, or if you want to dive in and try to heal your wounds. The kick also factors in with the traps and
environmental objects, allowing you to turn the hazards in the rooms against the enemies, although it is a little too tricky to aim
and often doesn\u2019t do enough damage compared to just shooting them, it can help you deal with large groups or conserve
ammo in a pinch.

The enemies and maps work pretty well, forcing you to stay mobile and choose your weapons wisely, although a few of the
maps have branches with objectives in them that require you to backtrack quite a ways, and since enemies don\u2019t respawn
mid-mission, it\u2019s a lonely walk. There are secret collectables and cosmetics to find, and most of the missions introduces
new graphics or enemies, and main missions often start with you finding a new weapon to play with. The combat has a ton of
impact, and although you\u2019ll probably start out being frustrated with the amount of damage a shotgun can do to your face
point-blank, you\u2019ll quickly get the hang of which enemies to snipe, which to circle around with a flamethrower, and which
you\u2019re safe enough to swipe at in melee. Few enemies have enough health to be tedious to fight, and although a few of the
bosses put you at risk of running out of ammo completely, you get what you spent back if you restart the fight. Higher
difficulties are extremely punishing, but I can attest that even the hardest is completable.

There are a few mechanics that don\u2019t seem fully fleshed out like the morale slider and the side missions, but there\u2019s
still plenty of content in the game for the asking price. If you haven\u2019t had a chance to play the earlier Skautfold games,
check them out, and if you like them, give Into the Fray a shot.
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